THE ROMAN FOUNDATION
Europe, while the Christian faith and remnants of civilization
in the west of the island were isolated and starved and threatened
to dwindle, perhaps to die out.   Therefore St Gregory, as the
moral head of all the Western Empire, determined to recover all.
At first he thought of doing so by purchasing English Pagan
slaves, training them in the Faith, and sending them back home
as missionaries.   Later he reconsidered this plan as insufficient,
and determined on a full expedition.   With that object he gave
orders in 596 to the monk Augustine, prior of that monastery of
St Andrew's in Rome which St Gregory himself had founded
on the Caelian Hill, and had formerly ruled, to set out for
England.    The  organization was  considerable:   some  forty
monks were to accompany Augustine, and a plan to be followed
on their arrival was laid down. The moment was an excellent
one for such an attempt.   The kinglet of Kent, one Ethelbert,
had been ruling many years in touch with the civilized and
Catholic Continent.   He was acknowledged as the chief among
the many petty rulers, called a 'Bretwalda/ and had some sort
of overlordship even as far as the confused middle of the island,
along the Thames valley and to the south of it;  and he was
sufficiently important to have married, probably about twenty
years earlier, the Catholic daughter (Bertha) of the great Prankish
ruler in Paris, grandson to Clovis.   She had brought with her to
her husband's city of Canterbury a French bishop to be her
chaplain, and she heard Mass in the church of St Martin there.
The court as a whole remained Pagan, but it was well acquainted
with the higher culture across the Channel.   The missionaries
halted before their journey was half accomplished.    They
dreaded its difficulties and sent their leader back to Rome to
put them before Gregory, while they waited at Aix in Provence.
Gregory urged Augustine to return.   He and his spent the
winter at Paris, where they picked up interpreters.   In the spring
of 597 they crossed the Straits of Dover and landed in Thanet,
probably at the mouth of the Stour.

